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(54) MULTIFUNCTIONAL SWIVEL CHAIR SEAT PLATE AND USAGE METHOD THEREFOR

(57) The present invention relates to a swivel chair
tray, more particularly relates to a multifunctional swivel
chair tray and use methods thereof, and mainly solves
the technical problems in the prior art that the functions
of the swivel chair tray are less, operations during as-
cending and descending, spring force and gear adjust-
ment are more complicated, additionally, a base plate
cannot slide and cannot be tightly locked, the integration
degree is poorer, the layout of the swivel chair tray is
more unreasonable, the size is larger, and the like. The
multifunctional swivel chair tray of the present invention
includes a main body. The main body is connected with
a warping plate through a second rotating shaft. An as-
cending and descending block penetrates through the
second rotating shaft. The ascending and descending
block is connected with an ascending and descending
driving mechanism. A first adjusting rod penetrates
through one side of the main body. The first adjusting rod
is connected with a multi-spring grouping adjusting
mechanism. A second adjusting rod is arranged on the
other side of the main body. The second adjusting rod is
connected with a gear adjusting mechanism. The warp-
ing plate is connected with a base plate through a third
rotating shaft. A slide plate is slidably connected onto the
base plate. A slide plate locking mechanism is arranged
between the base plate and the slide plate.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a swivel chair
tray, and more particularly relates to a multifunctional
swivel chair tray and use methods thereof.

Background Art

[0002] A currently known swivel chair tray consists of
an upper tray, a lower support beam, a support shaft and
spring device components, wherein a swivel chair can
make proper pitching around the support shaft just after
the upper tray and the back of a swivel chair seat are
fixed, which can make a user feel comfortable. A Chinese
patent (Publication Number: CN 2587252Y) discloses a
tray, which mainly includes a base plate, a movable seat,
a tapered tube and an adjusting device, wherein the mov-
able seat is fixedly connected to the base plate, a tapered
tube fixing plate is arranged on the other side of the mov-
able seat, and the taper tube fixing plate, the movable
seat and the tapered tube are fixedly connected; the ad-
justing device includes an adjusting rod, an adjusting
plate, a torsion spring, and a torsion spring fixing plate,
wherein the adjusting rod is inserted in the movable seat,
the adjusting plate is fixedly connected to the end of the
adjusting rod that is inserted in the movable seat, one
face of the adjusting plate is in contact with an air pressure
rod, and the other face is connected to the torsion spring;
an adjusting plate rotation stopping pad is arranged on
the other face of the adjusting plate; the movable seat is
riveted to the base plate with a rivet, the tapered tube is
welded in the central position of the movable seat, the
torsion spring and the torsion spring fixing plate are both
wound on the rivet, one end of the torsion spring is fixed
on the torsion spring fixing plate, and an adjusting plate
blister is arranged on the adjusting plate; a locking mech-
anism is arranged on the tray, and the locking mechanism
mainly includes a fixing block, an adjusting rod, a roller
seat, a roller, a roller pin, an adjusting sleeve, the rivet,
an adjusting bolt, a compression spring, a fixing seat, a
brake pad, a steel sleeve, and a locking nut; the fixing
block is fixedly connected to the movable seat, and the
rivet movably penetrates into the end of the fixing block;
one end of the brake pad is movably fixed in the center
of the rivet, and a long kidney-shaped hole is formed in
the other end of the brake pad; the adjusting bolt pene-
trates into the hole, one end of the adjusting bolt is
screwed with a locking nut and sheathed in a steel sleeve,
the outer surface of the steel sleeve movably matches
one side face of the fixing seat, the fixing seat is fixedly
connected to the base plate, the other side face of the
fixing seat is fixedly connected to the adjusting sleeve,
and the compression spring is in clearance fit with the
inner side of the fixing seat; the compression spring is
wound around the adjusting bolt, the end surface of the
adjusting bolt is pressed against the roller, which is riv-

eted on the roller seat with the roller pin, the rivet pene-
trates into the side face of the roller seat, and the side
face of the roller seat is in movable connection with the
adjusting sleeve; and the adjusting rod is welded on the
inner side of the other end of the roller seat. However,
this kind of swivel chair tray has the disadvantages that
the functions of the swivel chair tray are less, operations
during ascending and descending, spring force and gear
adjustment are more complicated, additionally, the base
plate cannot slide and cannot be tightly locked, the inte-
gration degree is poorer, the layout of the swivel chair
tray is more unreasonable, and the size is larger.

Summary of the Invention

[0003] The present invention provides a multifunction-
al swivel chair tray and use methods thereof, mainly solv-
ing the technical problems in the prior art that the func-
tions of the swivel chair tray are less, operations during
ascending and descending, spring force and gear adjust-
ment are more complicated, additionally, a base plate
cannot slide and cannot be tightly locked, the integration
degree is poorer, the layout of the swivel chair tray is
more unreasonable, the size is larger, and the like.
[0004] The present invention mainly solves the above
technical problems by the following technical solutions:
A multifunctional swivel chair tray of the present invention
includes a main body. An ascending and descending rod
connecting hole is formed in the main body. The main
body is connected with a warping plate through a second
rotating shaft. An ascending and descending block pen-
etrates through the second rotating shaft. The ascending
and descending block is positioned above the ascending
and descending rod connecting hole. The ascending and
descending block is connected with an ascending and
descending driving mechanism. A first adjusting rod pen-
etrates through one side of the main body. The first ad-
justing rod is connected with a multi-spring grouping ad-
justing mechanism. A second adjusting rod is arranged
on the other side of the main body. The second adjusting
rod is connected with a gear adjusting mechanism. The
warping plate is connected with a base plate through a
third rotating shaft. A slide plate is slidably connected
onto the base plate. A slide plate locking mechanism is
arranged between the base plate and the slide plate. The
present invention integrates the ascending and descend-
ing driving mechanism, the multi-spring grouping adjust-
ing mechanism, the gear adjusting mechanism and the
slide plate locking mechanism all into one swivel chair
tray, so that a plurality of components can be integrated
in a smaller space of the swivel chair tray. Therefore, a
swivel chair has the functions of ascending and descend-
ing, spring force adjustment, gear adjustment, front-back
adjustment, etc., and the layout is reasonable.
[0005] As a preference, the ascending and descending
driving mechanism includes a first handle connected to
one side of the main body. The first handle is sleeved
over the outside of the first adjusting rod. An ascending
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and descending adjusting plate is arranged at an inner
end of the first handle. The ascending and descending
adjusting plate is connected with an ascending and de-
scending pull rod. The other end of the ascending and
descending pull rod is in contact with the ascending and
descending block. The ascending and descending block
includes a pipe body penetrating through the second ro-
tating shaft. A first plate member capable of touching the
ascending and descending pull rod, and a second plate
member capable of being in contact with an air pressure
rod at the ascending and descending rod connecting hole
are respectively arranged on the pipe body. The first plate
member and the second plate member face opposite di-
rections. A handlebar is arranged at a side face of the
first handle of the present invention, so that the first han-
dle is convenient to rotate. A circular arc groove may be
formed in the main body. The ascending and descending
pull rod penetrates through the circular arc groove, so
that the position of the ascending and descending pull
rod can be limited. The air pressure rod at the ascending
and descending rod connecting hole is consistent with
that in the prior art, and an air pressure ascending and
descending mechanism on the swivel chair is also a com-
mercially available general product.
[0006] As a preference, the multi-spring grouping ad-
justing mechanism includes a main spring seat I, a No.1
auxiliary spring seat I and a No.2 auxiliary spring seat I
connected onto the warping plate. The main spring seat
I is connected with a main spring. The other end of the
main spring is fixed on the main body through a main
spring seat II. The No.1 auxiliary spring seat I and the
No.2 auxiliary spring seat I are respectively connected
with a No.1 auxiliary spring and a No.2 auxiliary spring.
The other end of the No.1 auxiliary spring is connected
with a No.1 auxiliary spring seat II. The other end of the
No.2 auxiliary spring is connected with a No.2 auxiliary
spring seat II. An adjusting mechanism is respectively
arranged at an outer end of the No.1 auxiliary spring seat
II and the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II. A guide block is
arranged below the No.1 auxiliary spring and the No.2
auxiliary spring. The No.1 auxiliary spring and the No.2
auxiliary spring are respectively arranged on two sides
of the main spring. Additionally, through the adjusting
mechanism, the state can be switched to be that only the
main spring is stressed, or the main spring is mutually
matched with the No.1 auxiliary spring and the No.2 aux-
iliary spring to be stressed. The stress distribution of 3
springs can be realized through different combinations.
The guide block can guide the No.1 auxiliary spring and
the No.2 auxiliary spring.
[0007] As a preference, the adjusting mechanism at
the outer end of the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II includes
a No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block. The adjusting
mechanism at the outer end of the No.2 auxiliary spring
seat II includes a No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block.
The No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block and the No.2
auxiliary spring adjusting block penetrate through a sup-
port rod. A jacking block is respectively arranged at two

ends of the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block. A jack-
ing block is respectively arranged on one side and one
end of the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block. After
rotating, the support rod can drive the No.1 auxiliary
spring adjusting block and the No.2 auxiliary spring ad-
justing block to rotate, so that the No.1 auxiliary spring
seat II and the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II can be jacked
to move, and the No.1 auxiliary spring and the No.2 aux-
iliary spring are adjusted. The two jacking blocks on the
No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block are arranged in a
line, and the two jacking blocks on the No.2 auxiliary
spring adjusting block are arranged in an L shape.
[0008] As a preference, the support rod is connected
with a No.1 gear. The No.1 gear is engaged with a No.2
gear. The No.2 gear is connected with the first adjusting
rod. The cross section of the support rod is in a hexagon
shape. A hexagonal hole adapting to the cross section
of the support rod is respectively formed in the middle of
the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block and the No.2
auxiliary spring adjusting block. An outer end of the first
adjusting rod is connected with a first adjusting hand-
wheel. A divided wheel penetrates through the support
rod. A small compression spring is arranged on the main
body. The small compression spring is connected with a
steel ball. The steel ball jacks on the divided wheel. By
using the four-station divided wheel, the steel ball and
the small compression spring, the main spring, the No.1
auxiliary spring and the No.2 auxiliary spring can be mu-
tually matched in four ways. A circular arc surface ac-
commodating the steel ball may be arranged on the pe-
riphery of the divided wheel.
[0009] As a preference, the gear adjusting mechanism
includes a second adjusting handwheel connected with
an outer end of the second adjusting rod. An inner end
of the second adjusting rod is connected with a gear ad-
justing block. The gear adjusting block is connected with
a gear pull rod. The other end of the gear pull rod is
connected with a locking pad through a gear torsion
spring. A warping plate protection pad is connected onto
the warping plate. A gear pad is arranged on an inner
side of the warping plate protection pad. A plurality of
lock holes are formed in a longitudinal direction of the
gear pad, and the locking pad is capable of being inserted
into the plurality of lock holes. The gear adjusting block
may be fixed on the inner end of the second adjusting
rod through a connecting member, so that the gear ad-
justing block can rotate along with the second adjusting
rod.
[0010] As a preference, an elastic block is arranged
below the gear adjusting block. A pressing plate is fixed
on the main body. The pressing plate is positioned above
the locking pad. A screw is arranged on the pressing
plate. The gear torsion spring is connected onto the
screw. The gear torsion spring penetrates through a long
hole formed in the pressing plate to be connected with
the locking pad. By using one pressing plate, the position
of the locking pad can be limited, an effect of fixing the
gear torsion spring can also be achieved, and the inte-
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gration degree is high. The edge positions of the pressing
plate can be fixed on the main body through another two
screws.
[0011] As a preference, the slide plate locking mech-
anism includes a second handle connected to the other
side of the main body. The second handle is sleeved over
the outside of the second adjusting rod. A slide plate ad-
justing plate is arranged at an inner end of the second
handle. The slide plate adjusting plate is connected with
a slide plate pull rod. The slide plate pull rod is connected
with an adjusting block. A plurality of slide plate lock holes
are formed in the slide plate. A fixing seat is fixed on the
base plate. A slide plate locking pad capable of being
inserted into the slide plate lock holes is arranged in the
fixing seat. The slide plate locking pad is in a crisscross
shape. A slide plate compression spring is arranged be-
tween the slide plate locking pad and the fixing seat. The
base plate and the slide plate may be connected in a way
of penetrating a screw stud in slide grooves formed in
the base plate and the slide plate, so that the free sliding
can be realized between the slide plate and the base
plate under the unlocked condition. The slide plate com-
pression spring can press the slide plate locking pad back
into the slide plate lock hole.
[0012] As a preference, a position limiting slide groove
is formed in the adjusting block. The slide plate pull rod
penetrates through the position limiting slide groove. An
inclined surface is arranged on the adjusting block. A
clamp groove is respectively formed in an upper end and
a lower end of the inclined surface. A clamp pin capable
of sliding on the inclined surface is connected onto the
slide plate locking pad. An end portion of the slide plate
pull rod may be a hook body hooked in the position limiting
slide groove. After the adjusting block slides, the height
position of the clamp pin on the inclined surface can be
changed, so that the slide plate locking pad can extend
and retract. When the slide plate locking pad slides into
the clamp grooves at two ends of the inclined surface,
self-locking or unlocking can be completed.
[0013] As a preference, a connecting seat is connected
onto the main body. The ascending and descending rod
connecting hole penetrates through upper and lower
ends of the connecting seat. A universal ball head is ar-
ranged at the upper end of the connecting seat. A spher-
ical slotted hole is formed in the main body. The universal
ball head is mounted in the spherical slotted hole in a
way of being capable of performing universal rotation. A
circle of guide groove uniformly distributed in a circum-
ference direction is arranged on an outer wall of the uni-
versal ball head. The guide groove is of an inwards re-
cessed arc-shaped curve surface structure. A plurality of
massage mechanisms are uniformly distributed and
mounted on the main body. The massage mechanism
includes a push rod, a connecting rod, an ascending and
descending guide groove, a slide block, an ascending
and descending rod and an ascending and descending
seat. The ascending and descending guide groove is fas-
tened and connected onto the main body. The push rod

is movably inserted and mounted on the main body. One
end of the push rod is abutted against and connected
onto the guide groove, and the other end is hinged to the
connecting rod. The slide block is mounted on the as-
cending and descending guide groove in a way of being
capable of vertically sliding. A first pushing groove in in-
clined arrangement is formed in the slide block. A second
pushing groove in inclined arrangement is formed in the
ascending and descending guide groove. The first push-
ing groove and the second pushing groove form a V-
shaped structure together. A hinging rod is connected
between the first pushing groove and the second pushing
groove. The connecting rod and the hinging rod are
hinged together. A lower end of the ascending and de-
scending rod is connected with the slide block. An upper
end of the ascending and descending rod is connected
with the ascending and descending seat. A plurality of
massage rods configured to penetrate through a chair
base plate are arranged on the ascending and descend-
ing seat at intervals. A seat cushion is arranged on the
chair base plate. A massage head for massaging the hip
is arranged at an upper end of the massage rod. The
massage head is arranged at a lower end position of the
seat cushion. A support seat capable of realizing ascend-
ing and descending locking is sleeved over the connect-
ing seat. The main body is supported on the support seat.
[0014] After long-time sitting, posture adjusting mas-
sage is capable of being performed. The support seat is
moved downwards, so that the support seat leaves away
from the main body. Universal rotation is capable of being
realized between the universal ball head and the spher-
ical slotted hole on the main body. A person sitting on
the chair swings while rotating. The two hands hold chair
armrests to prevent tilting. Various postures of the human
body are adjusted, and an uncomfortable phenomenon
after long-time sitting can be prevented. When an end
portion of the push rod slides onto the outer wall of the
universal ball head from the guide groove, the push rod
is outwards pushed out. The slide block is driven to move
upwards through the connecting rod, the first pushing
groove and the second pushing groove, so that the mas-
sage rod moves upwards, and the massage head is abut-
ted against and connected onto the seat cushion to per-
form touching massage on the hip of the human body.
The numbness of the hip after long-time sitting is pre-
vented. After being moved upwards, the support seat is
locked, so that the main body is supported on the support
seat to limit the positions of the guide groove and the
universal ball head, and mutual swinging between the
guide groove and the universal ball head is prevented.
[0015] A use method of the multifunctional swivel chair
tray includes:

a. when an ascending and descending function is
used, rotating the first handle, so that the ascending
and descending adjusting plate at the inner end of
the first handle drives the ascending and descending
pull rod to move, the ascending and descending pull
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rod is in contact with the first plate member of the
ascending and descending block and drives the as-
cending and descending block to swing around the
second rotating shaft, the second plate member of
the ascending and descending block is capable of
being in contact with the air pressure rod at the as-
cending and descending rod connecting hole so as
to open an air path and complete ascending and de-
scending of the chair; and
b. when a multi-spring grouping adjusting function is
used, rotating the first adjusting handwheel, so that
the first adjusting handwheel drives the No.2 gear to
rotate through the first adjusting rod, the No.2 gear
drives the support rod to rotate through the No.1
gear, the support rod drives the No.1 auxiliary spring
adjusting block and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjust-
ing block to rotate, the divided wheel penetrating
through the support rod rotates under the joint effect
of the small compression spring and the steel ball,
and per quarter circle of rotation of the divided wheel
is one station.

[0016] Firstly, the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block
is not in contact with the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II, and
the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block is not in contact
with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II. That is, both the
No.1 auxiliary spring and the No.2 auxiliary spring are
not stressed, and only the main spring is stressed.
[0017] The support rod drives the divided wheel to ro-
tate for a quarter circle, the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting
block is in contact with the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II,
and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block is not in
contact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II. That is, the
No.2 auxiliary spring is not stressed, and the main spring
and the No.1 auxiliary spring are stressed.
[0018] The support rod drives the divided wheel to ro-
tate for a quarter circle again, the No.1 auxiliary spring
adjusting block is not in contact with the No.1 auxiliary
spring seat II, and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting
block is in contact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II.
That is, the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II is not stressed,
and the main spring and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjust-
ing block are stressed.
[0019] The support rod drives the divided wheel to ro-
tate for a quarter circle again, the No.1 auxiliary spring
adjusting block is in contact with the No.1 auxiliary spring
seat II, and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block is in
contact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II. That is, the
No.1 auxiliary spring seat II, the No.2 auxiliary spring
adjusting block and the main spring are all stressed.
[0020] According to a use method of the multifunctional
swivel chair tray, when a gear adjusting function is used,
and after the warping plate is swung to a certain position,
the second adjusting handwheel is rotated, and the sec-
ond adjusting rod drives the gear adjusting block to rotate.
The elastic block positions the gear adjusting block. The
gear adjusting block drives the gear pull rod to pull the
gear torsion spring. After the gear torsion spring rotates,

the locking pad is driven to extend out. The locking pad
is capable of being inserted into one of the plurality of
lock holes of the gear pad. After the second adjusting
handwheel is rotated reversely, the locking pad is capa-
ble of leaving away from the lock hole. The warping plate
is capable of freely moving.
[0021] According to a use method of the multifunctional
swivel chair tray, when a slide plate locking function is
used, the second handle is rotated, the slide plate ad-
justing plate at the inner end of the second handle drives
the slide plate pull rod to move. The slide plate pull rod
pulls the adjusting block. The clamp pin is capable of
sliding on the inclined surface. After the clamp pin is po-
sitioned in the high-position clamp groove, the slide plate
locking pad is capable of leaving away from the slide
plate lock hole on the slide plate. Relative free sliding is
capable of being realized between the slide plate and the
base plate. After the second handle is released, the slide
plate locking pad is jacked back into the adjusted slide
plate lock hole by using the elasticity of the slide plate
compression spring. The slide plate locking function is
realized. At the same time, through force transmission
by the clamp pin, the adjusting block is capable of being
retreated back to an initial position.
[0022] According to a use method of the multifunctional
swivel chair tray, after long-time sitting, posture adjusting
massage is capable of being performed. The support
seat is moved downwards, so that the support seat leaves
away from the main body. Universal rotation is capable
of being realized between the universal ball head and
the spherical slotted hole on the main body. A person
sitting on the chair swings while rotating. When the end
portion of the push rod slides onto the outer wall of the
universal ball head from the guide groove, the push rod
is outwards pushed out. The slide block is driven to move
upwards through the connecting rod, the first pushing
groove and the second pushing groove, so that the mas-
sage rod moves upwards, the massage head is abutted
against and connected onto the seat cushion to perform
touching massage on the hip of the human body. The
numbness of the hip after long-time sitting is prevented.
After being moved upwards, the support seat is locked,
so that the main body is supported on the support seat
to limit the positions of the guide groove and the universal
ball head, and mutual swinging between the guide groove
and the universal ball head is prevented.
[0023] Therefore, the functions of the swivel chair tray
of the present invention are various. Operations during
ascending and descending, spring force and gear adjust-
ment are simpler. Additionally, the base plate can slide,
and can be tightly locked, the integration degree is higher,
the layout of the swivel chair tray is more reasonable,
and the size is smaller. The posture adjusting massage
is capable of being performed after long-time sitting, and
the occurrence of an uncomfortable phenomenon after
long-time sitting is avoided.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

[0024]

Figure 1 is a schematic structure diagram of the
present invention;
Figure 2 is a schematic structure diagram of an as-
cending and descending driving mechanism of the
present invention;
Figure 3 is a schematic structure diagram of a multi-
spring grouping adjusting mechanism of the present
invention;
Figure 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a
No.1 auxiliary spring of the present invention;
Figure 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a
No.2 auxiliary spring of the present invention;
Figure 6 is a schematic structure diagram of a gear
adjusting mechanism of the present invention;
Figure 7 is a schematic structure diagram of a slide
plate locking mechanism of the present invention;
Figure 8 is a left-view schematic structure diagram
of Figure 7;
Figure 9 is a right-view schematic structure diagram
of Figure 7;
Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view of Embodiment
2 of the present invention;
Figure 11 is a schematic local enlarged diagram of
Figure 10 of the present invention; and
Figure 12 is a schematic local diagram of an outer
wall of a connecting seat of Embodiment 2 of the
present invention.

[0025] In the drawings, a correspondence relationship
among components, parts and numbers is as follows: 1
denotes a main body; 2 denotes an ascending and de-
scending rod connecting hole; 3 denotes a first rotating
shaft; 4 denotes a warping plate; 5 denotes a second
rotating shaft; 6 denotes an ascending and descending
block; 7 denotes a first adjusting rod; 8 denotes a second
adjusting rod; 9 denotes a third rotating shaft; 10 denotes
a base plate; 11 denotes a slide plate; 12 denotes a first
handle; 13 denotes an ascending and descending ad-
justing plate; 14 denotes an ascending and descending
pull rod; 15 denotes a first plate member; 16 denotes a
second plate member; 17 denotes a guide block; 18 de-
notes an elastic block; 19 denotes a main spring seat I;
20 denotes a main spring; 21 denotes a main spring seat
II; 22 denotes a No.1 auxiliary spring seat I; 23 denotes
a No.2 auxiliary spring seat I; 24 denotes a No.1 auxiliary
spring; 25 denotes a No.2 auxiliary spring; 26 denotes a
No.1 auxiliary spring seat II; 27 denotes a No.2 auxiliary
spring seat II; 28 denotes a No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting
block; 29 denotes a No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block;
30 denotes a support rod; 31 denotes a No.1 gear; 32
denotes a No.2 gear; 33 denotes a first adjusting hand-
wheel; 34 denotes a divided wheel; 35 denotes a small
compression spring; 36 denotes a steel ball; 37 denotes
a second adjusting handwheel; 38 denotes a gear ad-

justing block; 39 denotes a gear pull rod; 40 denotes a
gear torsion spring; 41 denotes a locking pad; 42 denotes
a warping plate protection pad; 43 denotes a gear pad;
44 denotes a lock hole; 45 denotes a pressing plate; 46
denotes a screw; 47 denotes a second handle; 48 de-
notes a slide plate adjusting plate; 49 denotes a slide
plate pull rod; 50 denotes an adjusting block; 51 denotes
a slide plate lock hole; 52 denotes a fixing seat; 53 de-
notes a slide plate locking pad; 54 denotes a slide plate
compression spring; 55 denotes a position limiting slide
groove; 56 denotes an inclined surface; 57 denotes a
clamp groove; 58 denotes a clamp pin; 100 denotes a
connecting seat; 101 denotes a universal ball head; 102
denotes a spherical slotted hole; 103 denotes a guide
groove; 104 denotes a push rod; 105 denotes a connect-
ing rod; 106 denotes an ascending and descending guide
groove; 107 denotes a slide block; 108 denotes an as-
cending and descending rod; 109 denotes an ascending
and descending seat; 110 denotes a first pushing groove;
111 denotes a second pushing groove; 112 denotes a
hinging rod; 113 denotes a chair base plate; 114 denotes
a massage rod; 115 denotes a seat cushion; 116 denotes
a massage head; 117 denotes a support seat; 118 de-
notes a locking post; 119 denotes a longitudinal guide
groove; 120 denotes a transverse guide groove; 121 de-
notes a locking groove; 122 denotes a locking head; 123
denotes a locking spring; 124 denotes a position limiting
sleeve; 125 denotes a pulling handle; 126 denotes a po-
sition limiting cover; 127 denotes a reset spring; and 128
denotes a rolling ball.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0026] The technical solution of the present invention
is further specifically described through the following em-
bodiments in combination of the accompanying draw-
ings.
[0027] Embodiment 1: A multifunctional swivel chair
tray, as shown in Figure 1, includes a main body 1. An
ascending and descending rod connecting hole 2 is
formed in the main body. The main body is connected
with a warping plate 4 through a second rotating shaft 5.
An ascending and descending block 6 penetrates
through the second rotating shaft. The ascending and
descending block is positioned above the ascending and
descending rod connecting hole. The ascending and de-
scending block is connected with an ascending and de-
scending driving mechanism. A first adjusting rod 7 pen-
etrates through one side of the main body. The first ad-
justing rod is connected with a multi-spring grouping ad-
justing mechanism. A second adjusting rod 8 is arranged
on the other side of the main body. The second adjusting
rod is connected with a gear adjusting mechanism. The
warping plate is connected with a base plate 10 through
a third rotating shaft 9. A first rotating shaft 3 is connected
between the base plate and the warping plate. A slide
plate 11 is slidably connected onto the base plate. A slide
plate locking mechanism is arranged between the base
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plate and the slide plate.
[0028] As shown in Figure 2, the ascending and de-
scending driving mechanism includes a first handle 12
connected to one side of the main body 1. The first handle
is sleeved over the outside of the first adjusting rod 7. An
ascending and descending adjusting plate 13 is arranged
at an inner end of the first handle. The ascending and
descending adjusting plate is connected with an ascend-
ing and descending pull rod 14. The other end of the
ascending and descending pull rod is in contact with the
ascending and descending block 6. The ascending and
descending block includes a pipe body penetrating
through the second rotating shaft 5. A first plate member
15 capable of touching the ascending and descending
pull rod, and a second plate member 16 capable of being
in contact with an air pressure rod at the ascending and
descending rod connecting hole 2 are respectively ar-
ranged on the pipe body. The first plate member and the
second plate member face opposite directions.
[0029] As shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5,
the multi-spring grouping adjusting mechanism includes
a main spring seat I 19, a No.1 auxiliary spring seat I 22
and a No.2 auxiliary spring seat I 23 connected onto the
warping plate 4. The main spring seat I 19 is connected
with a main spring 20. The other end of the main spring
is fixed on the main body 1 through a main spring seat II
21. The No.1 auxiliary spring seat I 22 and the No.2 aux-
iliary spring seat I 23 are respectively connected with a
No. 1 auxiliary spring 24 and a No.2 auxiliary spring 25.
The other end of the No.1 auxiliary spring is connected
with a No.1 auxiliary spring seat II 26. The other end of
the No.2 auxiliary spring is connected with a No.2 auxil-
iary spring seat II 27. An adjusting mechanism is respec-
tively arranged at an outer end of the No.1 auxiliary spring
seat II and the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II. A guide block
17 is arranged below the No.1 auxiliary spring 24 and
the No.2 auxiliary spring 25. The adjusting mechanism
at the outer end of the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II 26
includes a No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block 28. The
adjusting mechanism at the outer end of the No.2 auxil-
iary spring seat II 27 includes a No.2 auxiliary spring ad-
justing block 29. The No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block
and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block penetrate
through a support rod 30. A jacking block is respectively
arranged at two ends of the No.1 auxiliary spring adjust-
ing block. A jacking block is respectively arranged on one
side and one end of the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting
block. The support rod 30 is connected with a No.1 gear
31. The No.1 gear is engaged with a No.2 gear 32. The
No.2 gear is connected with the first adjusting rod 7. The
cross section of the support rod is in a hexagon shape.
A hexagonal hole adapting to the cross section of the
support rod is respectively formed in the middle of the
No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block 28 and the No.2
auxiliary spring adjusting block 29. An outer end of the
first adjusting rod 7 is connected with a first adjusting
handwheel 33. A divided wheel 34 penetrates through
the support rod 30. A small compression spring 35 is

arranged on the main body 1. The small compression
spring is connected with a steel ball 36. The steel ball
jacks on the divided wheel.
[0030] As shown in Figure 6, the gear adjusting mech-
anism includes a second adjusting handwheel 37 con-
nected with an outer end of the second adjusting rod 8.
An inner end of the second adjusting rod is connected
with a gear adjusting block 38. The gear adjusting block
is connected with a gear pull rod 39. The other end of
the gear pull rod is connected with a locking pad 41
through a gear torsion spring 40. A warping plate protec-
tion pad 42 is connected onto the warping plate 4. An
inner side of the warping plate is connected with a gear
pad 43. A plurality of lock holes 44 are formed in a lon-
gitudinal direction of the gear pad, and the locking pad
is capable of being inserted into the plurality of lock holes.
An elastic block 18 is arranged below the gear adjusting
block 38. A pressing plate 45 is fixed on the main body.
The pressing plate is positioned above the locking pad
41. A screw 46 is arranged on the pressing plate. The
gear torsion spring 40 is connected onto the screw. The
gear torsion spring penetrates through a long hole formed
in the pressing plate to be connected with the locking pad.
[0031] As shown in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9,
the slide plate locking mechanism includes a second han-
dle 47 connected to the other side of the main body 1.
The second handle is sleeved over the outside of the
second adjusting rod 8. A slide plate adjusting plate 48
is arranged at an inner end of the second handle. The
slide plate adjusting plate is connected with a slide plate
pull rod 49. The slide plate pull rod is connected with an
adjusting block 50. A plurality of slide plate lock holes 51
are formed in the slide plate 11. A fixing seat 52 is fixed
on the base plate 10. A slide plate locking pad 53 capable
of being inserted into the slide plate lock holes is arranged
in the fixing seat. The slide plate locking pad is in a criss-
cross shape. A slide plate compression spring 54 is ar-
ranged between the slide plate locking pad and the fixing
seat. A position limiting slide groove 55 is formed in the
adjusting block 50. The slide plate pull rod 49 penetrates
through the position limiting slide groove. An inclined sur-
face 56 is arranged on the adjusting block. A clamp
groove 57 is respectively formed in an upper end and a
lower end of the inclined surface. A clamp pin 58 capable
of sliding on the inclined surface is connected onto the
slide plate locking pad 53.
[0032] A use method of the multifunctional swivel chair
tray includes:

a. When an ascending and descending function is
used, as shown in Figure 2, the first handle 12 is
rotated, so that the ascending and descending ad-
justing plate 13 at the inner end of the first handle
drives the ascending and descending pull rod 14 to
move. The ascending and descending pull rod is in
contact with the first plate member 15 of the ascend-
ing and descending block 6 and drives the ascending
and descending block to swing around the second
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rotating shaft 5. The second plate member 16 of the
ascending and descending block is capable of being
in contact with the air pressure rod at the ascending
and descending rod connecting hole 2 so as to open
an air path and complete ascending and descending
of a chair.
b. When a multi-spring grouping adjusting function
is used, the first adjusting handwheel 33 is rotated,
so that the first adjusting handwheel drives the No.2
gear 32 to rotate through the first adjusting rod 7,
and the No.2 gear drives the support rod 30 to rotate
through the No.1 gear 31. The support rod drives the
No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block 28 and the No.2
auxiliary spring adjusting block 29 to rotate. The di-
vided wheel 34 penetrating through the support rod
rotates under the joint effect of the small compres-
sion spring 35 and the steel ball 36, and per quarter
circle of rotation of the divided wheel is one station.
Firstly, the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block 28
is not in contact with the No.1 auxiliary spring seat
II 26, and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block
29 is not in contact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat
II 27. That is, both the No.1 auxiliary spring 24 and
the No.2 auxiliary spring 25 are not stressed, and
only the main spring 20 is stressed.
The support rod 30 drives the divided wheel 34 to
rotate for a quarter circle. The No.1 auxiliary spring
adjusting block 28 is in contact with the No.1 auxiliary
spring seat II 26, and the No.2 auxiliary spring ad-
justing block 29 is not in contact with the No.2 aux-
iliary spring seat II 27. That is, the No.2 auxiliary
spring 25 is not stressed, and the main spring 20 and
the No.1 auxiliary spring 24 are stressed.
The support rod 30 drives the divided wheel 34 to
rotate for a quarter circle again. The No.1 auxiliary
spring adjusting block 28 is not in contact with the
No.1 auxiliary spring seat II 26, and the No.2 auxiliary
spring adjusting block 29 is in contact with the No.2
auxiliary spring seat II 27. That is, the No.1 auxiliary
spring seat II 26 is not stressed, and the main spring
20 and the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block 29
are stressed.
The support rod 30 drives the divided wheel 34 to
rotate for a quarter circle again. The No.1 auxiliary
spring adjusting block 28 is in contact with the No.1
auxiliary spring seat II 26, and the No.2 auxiliary
spring adjusting block 29 is in contact with the No.2
auxiliary spring seat II 27. That is, the No.1 auxiliary
spring seat II 26, the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting
block 29 and the main spring 20 are all stressed.
c. When a gear adjusting function is used, as shown
in Figure 6, and after the warping plate 4 is swung
to a certain position, the second adjusting handwheel
37 is rotated, and the second adjusting rod 8 drives
the gear adjusting block 38 to rotate. The elastic
block 18 positions the gear adjusting block. The gear
adjusting block drives the gear pull rod 39 to pull the
gear torsion spring 40. After the gear torsion spring

rotates, the locking pad 41 is driven to extend out.
The locking pad is capable of being inserted into one
of the plurality of lock holes 44 of the gear pad 43.
After the second adjusting handwheel 37 is rotated
reversely, the locking pad 41 is capable of leaving
away from the lock hole 44. The warping plate is
capable of freely moving.
d. When a slide plate locking function is used, the
second handle 47 is rotated, and the slide plate ad-
justing plate 48 at the inner end of the second handle
drives the slide plate pull rod 49 to move. The slide
plate pull rod pulls the adjusting block 50. The clamp
pin 58 is capable of sliding on the inclined surface
56. After the clamp pin 58 is positioned in the high-
position clamp groove 57, the slide plate locking pad
53 is capable of leaving away from the slide plate
lock hole 51 on the slide plate 11. Relative free sliding
is capable of being realized between the slide plate
and the base plate. After the second handle is re-
leased, the slide plate locking pad 53 is jacked back
into the adjusted slide plate lock hole 51 by using
the elasticity of the slide plate compression spring
54. The slide plate locking function is realized. At the
same time, through force transmission by the clamp
pin 58, the adjusting block 50 is capable of being
retreated back to an initial position.

[0033] Embodiment 2: A multifunctional swivel chair
tray, as shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12,
has a structure similar to that of Embodiment 1. A main
difference point is that in the present embodiment, a con-
necting seat 100 is connected onto the main body. An
ascending and descending rod connecting hole pene-
trates through upper and lower ends of the connecting
seat. A universal ball head 101 is arranged at the upper
end of the connecting seat. A spherical slotted hole 102
is formed in the main body. The universal ball head is
mounted in the spherical slotted hole in a way of being
capable of performing universal rotation. A circle of guide
groove 103 uniformly distributed in a circumference di-
rection is arranged on an outer wall of the universal ball
head. The guide groove is of an inwards recessed arc-
shaped curve surface structure. A plurality of massage
mechanisms are uniformly distributed and mounted on
the main body. The massage mechanism includes a push
rod 104, a connecting rod 105, an ascending and de-
scending guide groove 106, a slide block 107, an ascend-
ing and descending rod 108 and an ascending and de-
scending seat 109. The ascending and descending guide
groove is fastened and connected onto the main body.
The push rod is movably inserted and mounted on the
main body. One end of the push rod is abutted against
and connected onto the guide groove, and the other end
is hinged to the connecting rod. The slide block is mount-
ed on the ascending and descending guide groove in a
way of being capable of vertically sliding. A first pushing
groove 110 in inclined arrangement is formed in the slide
block. A second pushing groove 111 in inclined arrange-
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ment is formed in the ascending and descending guide
groove. The first pushing groove and the second pushing
groove form a V-shaped structure together. A hinging rod
112 is connected between the first pushing groove and
the second pushing groove. The connecting rod and the
hinging rod are hinged together. A lower end of the as-
cending and descending rod is connected with the slide
block. An upper end of the ascending and descending
rod is connected with the ascending and descending
seat. A plurality of massage rods 114 configured to pen-
etrate through a chair base plate 113 are arranged on
the ascending and descending seat at intervals. A seat
cushion 115 is arranged on the chair base plate. A mas-
sage head 116 for massaging the hip is arranged at an
upper end of the massage rod. The massage head is
arranged at a lower end position of the seat cushion. A
support seat 117 capable of realizing ascending and de-
scending locking is sleeved over the connecting seat.
The main body is supported on the support seat. A plu-
rality of locking posts 118 are arranged on an inner wall
of the support seat. A plurality of L-shaped guide grooves
are formed in an outer wall of the connecting seat in a
way of being in one-to-one correspondence with the lock-
ing posts. The locking posts are inserted in the guide
grooves in an adaptive way. The guide groove includes
a longitudinal guide groove 119 and a transverse guide
groove 120. A downwards recessed locking groove 121
is formed in an end portion of the transverse guide
groove. The width of the transverse guide groove is grad-
ually reduced in a direction approaching the locking
groove. An outwards extending locking head 122 is ar-
ranged on a lower end of the locking post. A locking spring
123 is mounted between the locking head and the locking
post. A lower end of the locking head is abutted against
and connected into the locking groove. The lower end of
the connecting seat is connected with a position limiting
sleeve 124. A plurality of pulling handles 125 are uni-
formly distributed and arranged on an outer wall of the
support seat. An expansion groove is formed in the edge
of the spherical slotted hole on a lower end surface of
the main body. A position limiting cover 126 is mounted
in the expansion groove. An inner wall of the position
limiting cover is attached to the outer wall of the universal
ball head in an adaptive way. The inner diameter of an
upper end of the position limiting cover is close to the
outer diameter of the universal ball head. The inner di-
ameter of a lower end of the position limiting cover is
smaller than the outer diameter of the universal ball head.
A reset spring 127 is mounted between the push rod and
the main body. A rolling ball 128 is arranged at an end
portion of the push rod. Other structures are identical to
those in Embodiment 1.
[0034] According to a use method of the multifunctional
swivel chair tray, after long-time sitting, posture adjusting
massage is capable of being performed. The support
seat is moved downwards, so that the support seat leaves
away from the main body. When the support seat moves,
anticlockwise rotation is firstly performed. The locking

head leaves away from the locking groove. After the lock-
ing post reaches the other end of the transverse guide
groove, the support seat is downwards pulled, so that
the support seat leaves away from the main body and is
supported on the position limiting sleeve. At this time,
universal rotation is capable of being realized between
the universal ball head and the spherical slotted hole on
the main body. A person sitting on the chair swings while
rotating. When the end portion of the push rod slides onto
the outer wall of the universal ball head from the guide
groove, the push rod is outwards pushed out. The slide
block is driven to move upwards through the connecting
rod, the first pushing groove and the second pushing
groove, so that the massage rod moves upwards, the
massage head is abutted against and connected onto
the seat cushion to perform touching massage on the hip
of the human body. The numbness of the hip after long-
time sitting is prevented. When the end portion of the
push rod slides into the guide groove from the outer wall
of the universal ball head, under the effect of the reset
spring, the push rod moves inwards, and the massage
rod is driven to move downwards. The support seat is
moved upwards and rotated clockwise. After the locking
head slides into the locking groove, locking is performed,
so that the main body is supported on the support seat
to limit the positions of the guide groove and the universal
ball head, and mutual swinging between the guide groove
and the universal ball head is prevented.
[0035] The above is merely specific embodiments of
the present invention, but the structural characteristics
of the present invention are not limited thereto. Changes
or modifications made by any of those skilled in the art
in the field of the present invention all fall within the patent
scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A multifunctional swivel chair tray, comprising a main
body (1), wherein an ascending and descending rod
connecting hole (2) is formed in the main body (1),
the main body is connected with a warping plate (4)
through a second rotating shaft (5), an ascending
and descending block (6) penetrates through the
second rotating shaft, the ascending and descend-
ing block is positioned above the ascending and de-
scending rod connecting hole, the ascending and
descending block is connected with an ascending
and descending driving mechanism, a first adjusting
rod (7) penetrates through one side of the main body,
the first adjusting rod is connected with a multi-spring
grouping adjusting mechanism, a second adjusting
rod (8) is arranged on the other side of the main body,
the second adjusting rod is connected with a gear
adjusting mechanism, the warping plate is connect-
ed with a base plate (10) through a third rotating shaft
(9), a slide plate (11) is slidably connected onto the
base plate, and a slide plate locking mechanism is
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arranged between the base plate and the slide plate.

2. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to
claim 1, wherein the ascending and descending driv-
ing mechanism comprises a first handle (12) con-
nected to one side of the main body (1), the first
handle is sleeved over the outside of the first adjust-
ing rod (7), an ascending and descending adjusting
plate (13) is arranged at an inner end of the first han-
dle, the ascending and descending adjusting plate
is connected with an ascending and descending pull
rod (14), the other end of the ascending and de-
scending pull rod is in contact with the ascending
and descending block (6), the ascending and de-
scending block comprises a pipe body penetrating
through the second rotating shaft (5), a first plate
member (15) capable of touching the ascending and
descending pull rod and a second plate member (16)
capable of being in contact with an air pressure rod
at the ascending and descending rod connecting
hole (2) are respectively arranged on the pipe body,
and the first plate member and the second plate
member face opposite directions.

3. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to
claim 2, wherein the multi-spring grouping adjusting
mechanism comprises a main spring seat I (19), a
No.1 auxiliary spring seat I (22) and a No.2 auxiliary
spring seat I (23) connected onto the warping plate
(4), the main spring seat I (19) is connected with a
main spring (20), the other end of the main spring is
fixed on the main body (1) through a main spring
seat II (21), the No.1 auxiliary spring seat I (22) and
the No.2 auxiliary spring seat I (23) are respectively
connected with a No.1 auxiliary spring (24) and a
No.2 auxiliary spring (25), the other end of the No.1
auxiliary spring is connected with a No.1 auxiliary
spring seat II (26), the other end of the No.2 auxiliary
spring is connected with a No.2 auxiliary spring seat
II (27), an adjusting mechanism is respectively ar-
ranged at an outer end of the No.1 auxiliary spring
seat II and the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II, and a
guide block (17) is arranged below the No.1 auxiliary
spring (24) and the No.2 auxiliary spring (25).

4. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to
claim 3, wherein the adjusting mechanism at the out-
er end of the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II (26) com-
prises a No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block (28),
the adjusting mechanism at the outer end of the No.2
auxiliary spring seat II (27) comprises a No.2 auxil-
iary spring adjusting block (29), the No.1 auxiliary
spring adjusting block and the No.2 auxiliary spring
adjusting block penetrate through a support rod (30),
a jacking block is respectively arranged at two ends
of the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block, and a
jacking block is respectively arranged on one side
and one end of the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting

block.

5. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to
claim 4, wherein the support rod (30) is connected
with a No.1 gear (31), the No.1 gear is engaged with
a No.2 gear (32), the No.2 gear is connected with
the first adjusting rod (7), the cross section of the
support rod is in a hexagon shape, a hexagonal hole
adapting to the cross section of the support rod is
respectively formed in the middle of the No.1 auxil-
iary spring adjusting block (28) and the No.2 auxiliary
spring adjusting block (29), an outer end of the first
adjusting rod (7) is connected with a first adjusting
handwheel (33), a divided wheel (34) penetrates
through the support rod (30), a small compression
spring (35) is arranged on the main body (1), the
small compression spring is connected with a steel
ball (36), and the steel ball jacks on the divided
wheel.

6. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to any
one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the gear adjusting
mechanism comprises a second adjusting hand-
wheel (37) connected with an outer end of the second
adjusting rod (8), an inner end of the second adjust-
ing rod is connected with a gear adjusting block (38),
the gear adjusting block is connected with a gear pull
rod (39), the other end of the gear pull rod is con-
nected with a locking pad (41) through a gear torsion
spring (40), a warping plate protection pad (42) is
connected onto the warping plate (4), an inner side
of the warping plate is connected with a gear pad
(43), a plurality of lock holes (44) are formed in a
longitudinal direction of the gear pad, and the locking
pad is capable of being inserted into the plurality of
lock holes.

7. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to
claim 6, wherein an elastic block (18) is arranged
below the gear adjusting block (38), a pressing plate
(45) is fixed on the main body (1), the pressing plate
is positioned above the locking pad (41), a screw
(46) is arranged on the pressing plate, the gear tor-
sion spring (40) is connected onto the screw, and
the gear torsion spring penetrates through a long
hole formed in the pressing plate to be connected
with the locking pad.

8. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to any
one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the slide plate locking
mechanism comprises a second handle (47) con-
nected to the other side of the main body (1), the
second handle is sleeved over the outside of the sec-
ond adjusting rod (8), a slide plate adjusting plate
(48) is arranged at an inner end of the second handle,
the slide plate adjusting plate is connected with a
slide plate pull rod (49), the slide plate pull rod is
connected with an adjusting block (50), a plurality of
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slide plate lock holes (51) are formed in the slide
plate (11), a fixing seat (52) is fixed on the base plate
(10), a slide plate locking pad (53) capable of being
inserted into the slide plate lock holes is arranged in
the fixing seat, the slide plate locking pad is in a criss-
cross shape, and a slide plate compression spring
(54) is arranged between the slide plate locking pad
and the fixing seat.

9. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to
claim 8, wherein a position limiting slide groove (55)
is formed in the adjusting block (50), the slide plate
pull rod (49) penetrates through the position limiting
slide groove, an inclined surface (56) is arranged on
the adjusting block, a clamp groove (57) is respec-
tively formed in an upper end and a lower end of the
inclined surface, and a clamp pin (58) capable of
sliding on the inclined surface is connected onto the
slide plate locking pad (53).

10. The multifunctional swivel chair tray according to any
one of claims 1 to 5, wherein a connecting seat (100)
is connected onto the main body, the ascending and
descending rod connecting hole penetrates through
upper and lower ends of the connecting seat, a uni-
versal ball head (101) is arranged at the upper end
of the connecting seat, a spherical slotted hole (102)
is formed in the main body, the universal ball head
is mounted in the spherical slotted hole in a way of
being capable of performing universal rotation, a cir-
cle of guide groove (103) uniformly distributed in a
circumference direction is arranged on an outer wall
of the universal ball head, the guide groove is of an
inwards recessed arc-shaped curve surface struc-
ture, a plurality of massage mechanisms are uni-
formly distributed and mounted on the main body,
the massage mechanism comprises a push rod
(104), a connecting rod (105), an ascending and de-
scending guide groove (106), a slide block (107), an
ascending and descending rod (108) and an ascend-
ing and descending seat (109), the ascending and
descending guide groove is fastened and connected
onto the main body, the push rod is movably inserted
and mounted on the main body, one end of the push
rod is abutted against and connected onto the guide
groove, the other end is hinged to the connecting
rod, the slide block is mounted on the ascending and
descending guide groove in a way of being capable
of vertically sliding, a first pushing groove (110) in
inclined arrangement is formed in the slide block, a
second pushing groove (111) in inclined arrange-
ment is formed in the ascending and descending
guide groove, the first pushing groove and the sec-
ond pushing groove form a V-shaped structure to-
gether, a hinging rod (112) is connected between
the first pushing groove and the second pushing
groove, the connecting rod and the hinging rod are
hinged together, a lower end of the ascending and

descending rod is connected with the slide block, an
upper end of the ascending and descending rod is
connected with the ascending and descending seat,
a plurality of massage rods (114) configured to pen-
etrate through a chair base plate (113) are arranged
on the ascending and descending seat at intervals,
a seat cushion (115) is arranged on the chair base
plate, a massage head (116) for massaging the hip
is arranged at an upper end of the massage rod, the
massage head is arranged at a lower end position
of the seat cushion, a support seat (117) capable of
realizing ascending and descending locking is
sleeved over the connecting seat, and the main body
is supported on the support seat.

11. A use method of the multifunctional swivel chair tray
according to claim 5, wherein the method comprises:

a. when an ascending and descending function
is used, rotating the first handle (12), so that the
ascending and descending adjusting plate (13)
at the inner end of the first handle drives the
ascending and descending pull rod (14) to move,
the ascending and descending pull rod is in con-
tact with the first plate member (15) of the as-
cending and descending block (6) and drives
the ascending and descending block to swing
around the second rotating shaft (5), the second
plate member (16) of the ascending and de-
scending block is capable of being in contact
with the air pressure rod at the ascending and
descending rod connecting hole (2) so as to
open an air path and complete ascending and
descending of a chair; and
b. when a multi-spring grouping adjusting func-
tion is used, rotating the first adjusting hand-
wheel (33), so that the first adjusting handwheel
drives the No.2 gear (32) to rotate through the
first adjusting rod (7), the No.2 gear drives the
support rod (30) to rotate through the No.1 gear
(31), the support rod drives the No.1 auxiliary
spring adjusting block (28) and the No.2 auxiliary
spring adjusting block (29) to rotate, the divided
wheel (34) penetrating through the support rod
rotates under the joint effect of the small com-
pression spring (35) and the steel ball (36), and
per quarter circle of rotation of the divided wheel
is one station;
firstly, the No.1 auxiliary spring adjusting block
(28) is not in contact with the No.1 auxiliary
spring seat II (26), the No.2 auxiliary spring ad-
justing block (29) is not in contact with the No.2
auxiliary spring seat II (27), that is, both the No.1
auxiliary spring (24) and the No.2 auxiliary
spring (25) are not stressed, and only the main
spring (20) is stressed;
the support rod (30) drives the divided wheel
(34) to rotate for a quarter circle, the No.1 aux-
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iliary spring adjusting block (28) is in contact with
the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II (26), the No.2
auxiliary spring adjusting block (29) is not in con-
tact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II (27),
that is, the No.2 auxiliary spring (25) is not
stressed, and the main spring (20) and the No.1
auxiliary spring (24) are stressed;
the support rod (30) drives the divided wheel
(34) to rotate for a quarter circle again, the No.1
auxiliary spring adjusting block (28) is not in con-
tact with the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II (26),
the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block (29) is
in contact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II
(27), that is, the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II (26)
is not stressed, and the main spring (20) and the
No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block (29) are
stressed; and
the support rod (30) drives the divided wheel
(34) to rotate for a quarter circle again, the No.1
auxiliary spring adjusting block (28) is in contact
with the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II (26), and
the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block (29) is
in contact with the No.2 auxiliary spring seat II
(27), that is, the No.1 auxiliary spring seat II (26),
the No.2 auxiliary spring adjusting block (29) and
the main spring (20) are all stressed.

12. A use method of the multifunctional swivel chair tray
according to claim 7, wherein when a gear adjusting
function is used, and after the warping plate (4) is
swung to a certain position, the second adjusting
handwheel (37) is rotated, the second adjusting rod
(8) drives the gear adjusting block (38) to rotate, the
elastic block (18) positions the gear adjusting block,
the gear adjusting block drives the gear pull rod (39)
to pull the gear torsion spring (40), after the gear
torsion spring rotates, the locking pad (41) is driven
to extend out, and the locking pad is capable of being
inserted into one of the plurality of lock holes (44) of
the gear pad (43), after the second adjusting hand-
wheel (37) is rotated reversely, the locking pad (41)
is capable of leaving away from the lock hole (44),
and the warping plate is capable of freely moving.

13. A use method of the multifunctional swivel chair tray
according to claim 9, wherein when a slide plate lock-
ing function is used, the second handle (47) is rotat-
ed, the slide plate adjusting plate (48) at the inner
end of the second handle drives the slide plate pull
rod (49) to move, the slide plate pull rod pulls the
adjusting block (50), the clamp pin (58) is capable
of sliding on the inclined surface (56), after the clamp
pin (58) is positioned in the high-position clamp
groove (57), the slide plate locking pad (53) is capa-
ble of leaving away from the slide plate lock hole (51)
on the slide plate (11), and relative free sliding is
capable of being realized between the slide plate
and the base plate; and after the second handle is

released, the slide plate locking pad (53) is jacked
back into the adjusted slide plate lock hole (51) by
using the elasticity of the slide plate compression
spring (54), and the slide plate locking function is
realized, and at the same time, through force trans-
mission by the clamp pin (58), the adjusting block
(50) is capable of being retreated back to an initial
position.

14. A use method of the multifunctional swivel chair tray
according to claim 10, wherein after long-time sitting,
posture adjusting massage is capable of being per-
formed, the support seat is moved downwards, so
that the support seat leaves away from the main
body, universal rotation is capable of being realized
between the universal ball head and the spherical
slotted hole on the main body, a person sitting on a
chair swings while rotating, when an end portion of
the push rod slides onto the outer wall of the universal
ball head from the guide groove, the push rod is out-
wards pushed out, the slide block is driven to move
upwards through the connecting rod, the first push-
ing groove and the second pushing groove, so that
the massage rod moves upwards, the massage head
is abutted against and connected onto the seat cush-
ion to perform touching massage on the hip of the
human body, the numbness of the hip after long-time
sitting is prevented, after being moved upwards, the
support seat is locked, so that the main body is sup-
ported on the support seat to limit the positions of
the guide groove and the universal ball head, and
mutual swinging between the guide groove and the
universal ball head is prevented.
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